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CHAIRMAN’S WELCOME
On behalf of Rathfarnham Theatre Group, or RTG for short, I welcome 
you to the Mill Theatre Dundrum tonight to participate – as audience – in 
our presentation of ‘Pack of Lies’, Hugh Whitemore’s tense portrayal of 
deception, domestic and state, in Cold War London.

This is our second show of the new season, having already staged a 
collection of one-acts at the ‘Nutgrove Festival’ in October, and still to 
come with a busy programme for the remainder. This includes a revival of 
our Pub Theatre shows this December, participation in the Bray One-Act 
Festival in January of next year, and a planned production of ‘The Seafarer’ 
in May 2014 at this venue, the Mill Theatre. 

As well as performing in this beautiful theatre – including the newly-
fitted Maureen O’Hara Studio - RTG uses some of our historic local 
venues, including Rathfarnham Castle, St. Enda’s ‘Hermitage’/ The Pearse 
Museum. This combination of architecture and theatre is both appropriate 
and suitably dramatic, as well as serving to sustain the life of these great 
buildings.

RTG takes pleasure in our acting tradition and rehearsal experience. It 
is the core of the larger process of staging a performance that includes 
costume design, set assembly and logistics, composition of programme 
and the creation of the images that will sell a production. There is work for 
many talents, and the action of people coming together as unpaid equals 
for an enterprise of this nature is both worthy and fun.

Come and join us – as audience or performance-makers; we can offer you 
a welcome and a challenge !

We are always grateful to our regular and valued supporters – the RTG 
patrons, our rehearsal venue hosts at St. Marys BNS, Grange Road, 
Principal Mr. Tom Mullins, and to Mary Smyth at Loreto Community 
Facilities Project, Loreto Avenue. I wish to extend a welcome to all of them 
to the season’s events and our appreciation of their continued interest in 
this voluntary, community project.

Enjoy the show and please join us in the bar downstairs later to meet, ask 
questions and to give us your valued feedback. Your presence tonight, the 
live audience, completes the theatre experience for all of us. 

 
Brian O’Connor 
Chairperson 

SAMUEL FRENCH LTD



BIOGRAPHIES

BRIAN O’CONNOR DIRECTOR

Brian’s acting credits with RTG include roles in The Field, 
Living Quarters, Philadelphia Here I Come, The Importance 
of Being Earnest, The Yalta Game, The Bear, and most 
recently, One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest. In 2012 he 
directed She Stoops To Conquer and before that, The Bear; 
he was set designer for these productions as well as for 
All My Sons (for SPARC, 2012). ‘Theatre for me is one 
of the few, truly free social spaces, handed down to us 
from ancient times, where people allow themselves meet 
without rancour or regulation.’

COLUMB CASEY BOB JACKSON

Columb has been a member of RTG since its inception. 
Over the years he has played a wide range of parts 
and represented the group on the All-Ireland Festival 
Circuit. He says his most challenging role was Randle P. 
McMurphy in our recent production of One Flew Over The 
Cuckoo’s Nest.  

HELEN O’BRIEN BARBARA JACKSON    

This is Helen’s second appearance with RTG having 
previously played Miss Prism in The Importance Of 
Being Earnest. She has worked with Barnstorm Theatre 
Company, Kilkenny in Agnes of God, Translations, She 
Stoops to Conquer, How the Other Half Loves, Separation, 
Crimes of the Heart, Silly Bits of Sky, 123 O’Leary. She also 
took part in the National Tour of the Gaiety Theatre’s 
production of When Moses Met Marconi. Other roles 
include, Jack Fell Down And Friends for Team Theatre 
Company on National Tour and Machinal at Samuel 
Beckett Theatre.

MEABH HENNELLY JULIE JACKSON    

Méabh, who has been acting since the age of eight, joined 
RTG earlier this year. She has performed in the Pavilion, 
Olympia and Pearse Theatres. As a member of Boolabus 
Youth Theatre (National Youth Theatre) she took a leading 
role in the site-specific play Outside In. She has also 
undertaken leading roles with Newpark Drama Junior 
Plays and performed in The Real Inspector Hound which 
won Best Production in this year’s in the One Act Drama 
Festival in St. Andrew’s College, Booterstown.

SHIRLEY FOLEY HELEN KROGER      

Shirley made her debut with RTG playing Miss Neville 
in She Stoops To Conquer in 2012. Having worked in 
television and radio, Shirley loves the live performance 
best. Comedy and farce are firm favourites of hers but she 
is not adverse to a bit of suspense as she has undertaken a 
variety of diverse and interesting roles.

MICHAEL DEMPSEY PETER KROGER  

This is Michael’s first production with RTG. Born in Cavan 
Michael joined the Bull Alley Theatre Training Company 
in 2003.  His previous roles include, Aegistheus in The Flies, 
The Duke of Norfolk in A Man For All Seasons, The Duke of 
Cornwall in King Lear, Sir John Melvile in The Clandestine 
Marriage, and Doctor Lvov in Ivanov. In 2011, he performed 
in the Project Arts Centre in Iphigenia at Aulis.

EAMONN CULLEN MR STEWART     

Having been a member of RTG for almost two decades, 
Eamonn has played many and varied roles, most notably 
Bull McCabe in The Field, Willy Loman in Death Of A 
Salesman, Rev. Canon Chasuble in The Importance Of Being 
Earnest,  The Landlord in She Stoops To Conquer and most 
recently Cheswick in One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest.

MARIA RATH THELMA         

Maria’s appearances with RTG include Suzette in Don’t Dress 
for Dinner, Rose in Translations, and Sarah in Dancing at 
Lughnasa. Her most recent appearance was in the role of 
Miss Hardcastle in She Stoops To Conquer.  

JESSICA STONE SALLY    

Having moved to Dublin from South Carolina, Jessica 
joined RTG in 2011 and played Gwendolen in our very 
successful 21st Birthday production of The Importance 
Of Being Earnest and Nurse Flinn in One Flew Over The 
Cuckoo’s Nest. Her previous roles include Antonia in The 
Tempest and Shelby in Steel Magnolias. 

Even after the wave of revelations released to us by our modern 
whistleblowers, we still, thankfully, register shock at the scale of state 
surveillance and mistrust of its citizens within our own democratic 
governments. It is frightening and disturbing that this sort of activity 
and this attitude is harboured and practiced so widely in the name 
of state security and the ‘war on terror’. The post-war generation, 
epitomised by the Jacksons - the family at the centre of ‘Pack of Lies’ 
- lived at a different time but would have shared our sensitivity and 
shock. They lived under similar threats, real or exaggerated, to our 
own. Additionally, the Jackson parents would have probably served 
the country in some way during World War II, and this experience 
would have bound them more closely to the protection of the state 
during the oppressive atmosphere of the Cold War. It would have also 
raised their expectations of, and respect for the state institutions.

The Britain of this play is also a society that is just tasting the new 
consumerism and that has not yet fully witnessed the youth culture 
explosion. Particularly for the Jackson parents, it is a conformist and 
conservative world. In Julie, their daughter, there is a reflection of a 
different generation in the making. She has her own natural innocence 
to negotiate in the drama on stage tonight.

And it is the human reaction to events that is the compelling part of 
this story, of any story in the theatre in fact. The Jacksons’ emotions 
and decisions are played out in the personal relationships, between 
family and friends, as they are tested and strained by the events of the 
play, a strain that is mirrored in their relationship with the state.  

The setting of the play is domestic; spaces are ordinary but also 
contain a framework for great concealment; the net curtains, the 
partition walls, partially exploded, the stairs leading to the upstairs 
bedrooms out-of-sight...

This play is about deception, at all levels – personal, family, state, 
professional. It’s also about the ends justifying the means in all these 
scenarios. Ultimately it plots the danger and the destructive force of 
manipulating the truth.

Brian O’Connor

DIRECTOR’S NOTE

THE SCENE
Scene throughout the play: The Jackson’s family home – entrance hall, 
living room, corridor, kitchen. The location is Ruislip, north-west London, 
and the action takes place over several weeks during Autumn and Winter 
1960 -61. Scenes are interspersed with a number of monolgues to the 
audience. The main events of the story are true.

There will be a 15 minute Interval between Acts One and Two


